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“Few people with physical disabilities come to the domestic violence/sexual assault program and shelter. Are we alienating this population? What’s a way to draw them in? Maybe we don’t have a large population with physical disabilities in need here. But maybe not.” 

Staff member, domestic violence/sexual assault service provider

Many studies conducted in the United States, Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom corroborate a high occurrence of physical, emotional, sexual, and disability-specific abuse among women with disabilities. As this staff member’s observation reflects, however, there exists little evidence that large numbers of women with disabilities attempt to access shelters and other domestic violence/sexual assault programs and services when they are victimized. Why don’t the majority of women with disabilities who experience such abuse show up, seeking services? What might be done to encourage them to do so in greater numbers?

Women with disabilities who are also the victims/survivors of domestic violence and/or sexual abuse often find themselves occupying a position between two parallel service networks. Domestic violence service providers are usually skilled at discussing sensitive issues surrounding violence and abuse. However, they are less likely to have significant experience assisting clients with disabilities. This inexperience often extends to a lack of familiarity with the best ways to create an environment welcoming to women with disabilities or to reach out to members of the disabled community to advertise available services. On the other hand, disability service providers are quite
proficient at helping individuals with disabilities access a range of community services. They typically offer referrals to services involving housing, utilities, health care, and job training. Yet staff members often possess little training on how to identify abuse or on what steps they should take when they suspect abuse is taking place.

As a result, a woman with a disability who has also experienced domestic abuse may find herself with no clear place to turn for help. She may not know about her local domestic violence service providers. If she does go to them, she may feel unwelcome if she and staff have difficulties communicating with one another about the abuse or about accommodations relating to her disability. But if she goes to her disability service provider for assistance with other living issues, the topic of domestic violence might never come up. If she does mention it, staff may be unprepared, though willing, to help.

The most obvious solution would be to build bridges between these service networks, so that in any given community a disabled woman who is a victim of domestic violence will be directed towards an integrated network of services that can offer both solutions and hope, no matter where she makes her first point of contact. Such collaborative efforts to bring together multiple agencies to address this problem have already begun. The advantages of sharing existing resources and expertise in order to meet the needs of a population whose identities intersect across lines of gender, violence, and disability are clear. However, while there are strengths inherent within existing service provision, there are also barriers and challenges to overcome.

On the whole, domestic violence/sexual assault service providers and disability service providers recognize the need for inter-agency collaboration and support its goals. Despite such support, however, Zweig, Schlichter, and Burt recorded that only slightly more than half of the agencies they surveyed reported successful collaborations. The barriers that prevented success can be divided into three broad categories. First, domestic violence service providers sometimes expressed insensitivity or frustration toward women whose disabilities made communication more challenging or otherwise increased the difficulty of providing services to them. Second, some disability service providers misunderstood the complex dynamics of domestic violence, sexual assault, and the needs of victims/survivors, resulting in a tendency to dismiss domestic violence issues and victims as not requiring serious attention. Finally, in some situations, agencies simply failed to follow through on promises made during the initial inter-agency meetings or failed to adhere to the agreed upon guidelines for collaboration.

Given the stresses under which many community service providers operate, such misunderstandings and insufficient follow-through should come as no surprise. It is an unfortunate truth that service providers are often short of the funds, time, and personnel they need to be able to help their
constituencies to the degree that they would wish. Staffers strive to do the best they can with limited resources, working with people who may face severe challenges. Under these already tense circumstances, attempts to identify and assist the underserved population of women with disabilities who are also victims of domestic abuse can often be perceived as an accusation that one or more agencies are failing to help those in need. Such perceptions lead quite easily to resentment. Anecdotal evidence abounds of heated arguments across conference tables, with representatives from each side walking away in anger and frustration.⁴

No matter which set of statistics a researcher consults, the degree of domestic violence against women with disabilities is unacceptably high. These victims and survivors of domestic violence need access to services. Between 2006 and 2009, the Boise State University Gender Studies Program partnered with the Idaho State Independent Living Council and the Idaho Coalition Against Sexual and Domestic Violence to investigate the strengths of, and barriers to, services for women with disabilities who become victims of domestic violence in one predominantly rural state in the Intermountain West.⁵ The goal of this collaborative effort was to work toward equal access to services for all victims and survivors of domestic violence, regardless of level of ability and no matter where a victim or survivor first attempted to access such services. This article utilizes information from this research to glean insights and offer specific strategies to forge more effective multi-agency collaborations that should be replicable and useful to service providers, policymakers, activists, and women with disabilities who are victims or survivors.

This article strives to balance fairly and effectively the voices and needs of individuals with disabilities with those of service providers who provide either disability or domestic violence/sexual assault services.⁶ As previously noted, however, the dedicated individuals and organizations that provide domestic violence and disability services across the United States are already stretched thin dealing with the client populations with which they are familiar. It is common for advocates to place blame and guilt upon themselves because they cannot do enough, given the limited resources at their disposal. Adding another constituency to the existing burden may seem to some like too much to ask of these service networks and the people who run them.

Yet the need demands that we ask. Ask, not accuse. There is little to be gained by pointing fingers. No single organization or individual in any community is responsible for the stark reality of the current situation. But these organizations and individuals can take on the responsibility of helping change this situation. In truth, it is unlikely that anyone else has the dedication or the expertise to do so. The intent of this article is to highlight opportunities for positive change, hopefully in a way that will help empower service providers as well as victims and survivors with disabilities.
Intersections of Gender, Violence, and Disability

Approximately 15 percent of women in the United States identify as having at least one disability.7 Over a decade ago, women with disabilities identified abuse and violence as their top priority issue to confront.8 More recently, staff at an overwhelming majority of Independent Living Centers studied by Swedlund and Nosek “identified abuse as an important issue among their consumers.”9

Annually, intimate partners physically abuse over three million women, and approximately one third of US women will be physically abused by their partners at some point during their lives. These numbers increase when non-physical forms of abuse are included. An estimated eight to 12 million women in the U.S.—regardless of ability—are considered at risk for abuse by a partner at some point in their lifetimes.

The extent of abuse among the general population of women has been well documented over the last four decades. Researchers worldwide have explored the causes and the individual and societal impacts of such violence. The effectiveness of various types of services and programs to assist victims and survivors has also been extensively investigated.10

Despite a large amount of information and analysis on fully-abled women, domestic violence and/or sexual abuse, impacts, and interventions, we know relatively little about the intersections of gender, abuse, and disability.11 Discussions integrating feminist and disability theory are in their nascent stages but advancing in sophistication.12 Critics describe studies that attempt to quantify rates of abuse among women with disabilities as flawed for a variety of reasons, including problematic definitions of what constitutes abuse or disability; insufficient data collected by law enforcement, hospitals, and service providers; methodological limitations; and the cultural stigma attached to both individuals with disabilities and victims/survivors of domestic violence.13

Despite the critiques—many of them valid—a consensus has emerged around certain issues. Thanks to research completed within the last fifteen years, women with disabilities are generally recognized as at least equally as likely if not more likely to experience physical abuse as their fully-abled counterparts. Women with disabilities experience sexual abuse at rates higher than the general population of women.14 Abusers generally continue their abuse of women with disabilities over longer periods of time than with fully-abled women, and women with disabilities are more likely to be abused by multiple perpetrators.15 Recognizing that individuals with disabilities are not a homogenous group—any more than fully-abled women are—researchers are refining their approaches to break down results by category of disability and include additional intersections of race/ethnicity, immigrant status, economic
class, and education levels with gender, abuse, and disability to identify subgroups at increased risk.\textsuperscript{16}

Many researchers agree that the incidence of abuse among women with disabilities is probably higher than official statistics report.\textsuperscript{17} Reasons for this phenomenon include the existence of forms of disability-specific abuse of which law enforcement personnel, health care workers, and service providers are not trained or required to recognize or record.\textsuperscript{18} L’Institut Roeher described such disability-specific forms of abuse as including, but not limited to: the administration of medications; physical restraint or denial of mobility; denial of assistive technologies; denial of necessities and neglect; threatening forms of communication; financial exploitation; and, emotional or psychological abuse that focuses on the victim’s disability.\textsuperscript{19}

As with the abuse of all women, power differentials exist between the woman with a disability and the perpetrator of such abuse. What distinguishes disability-specific abuse from the vulnerabilities experienced by all women, according to Nosek, Howland, and Hughes, is the extent to which abuse is correlated to a woman’s disability.\textsuperscript{20} Also, some actions that would be identified as abuse against a fully-abled woman are not classified as abuse when perpetrated against a woman with a disability.\textsuperscript{21}

Statistics also likely underreport the incidence of abuse against women with disabilities because abuse occurs in disability-specific environments. When seeking to identify abuse and abusers of women with disabilities, the net needs to be cast more widely than usual, beyond spouses and intimate partners as abusers. Inquiries should include the possibility of abuse by Personal Care Attendants and other at-home caregivers, transportation providers, and medical professionals in clinical settings.\textsuperscript{22}

In addition to being at increased risk for particular types of violence perpetrated in disability-specific environments and settings, scholarship suggests that violence against women with disabilities may impact such women differently than fully-abled women.\textsuperscript{23} While the fully-abled population generally considers disability as a protection against abuse, Nosek, Howland, Hughes, and Foley discuss how the experience of disability often “reduces a woman’s emotional and physical defenses,” thus leaving her more vulnerable to abuse and its consequences.\textsuperscript{24}

Additionally, some women with disabilities may not have been educated to recognize what is happening to them as abuse or may not be physically or cognitively able to report the abuse. Often, women with disabilities—especially women with mental health diagnoses or developmental disabilities—who report abuse are less likely to be believed than are fully-abled women who report abuse.\textsuperscript{25}

Even if a woman with a disability is able to recognize and report what is happening to her as abuse, she may be reluctant to report the violence and seek services. Almost twenty years ago, Andrews and Veronen found that
only 10 percent of victims with disabilities tried to access shelter services.\textsuperscript{26} I have found no subsequent study indicating substantial increases in attempts to access domestic violence/sexual assault services by women with disabilities.

The broad facts, then, are clear enough: women with disabilities face an unacceptably high risk and incidence of interpersonal violence. The question remains as to why women with disabilities who are victimized do not request domestic violence/sexual assault services more frequently, either from domestic violence/sexual assault or disability service providers. Researchers into domestic violence and sexual assault have identified many barriers that inhibit women in general from seeking services. Such barriers include fear of losing custody of children, fear of escalation in violence, financial concerns, isolation, and loss of self-esteem due to abuse. Women with disabilities also experience these concerns, albeit in different manifestations. Consider the situation of a woman with a mental health disability who is being abused. As commonly occurs in such situations, her abuser threatens her with loss of custody of their children. An added dimension exists due to the woman’s disability, however, as the abuser threatens that no one in authority will believe this woman’s accusations of abuse because of her diagnosis and no judge would award custody to a woman with a mental illness.

Certain barriers, however, tend to be more specific to women with disabilities who are victimized. Many women with disabilities lack information on domestic violence/sexual assault services available in their area. Some worry that they will not be believed if they report abuse. As researchers in Oregon report: “Key informants and service providers who work with these individuals [persons with developmental disabilities, physical disabilities, or mental illness] said that rights are often not enforced for these populations because the victims are not taken seriously.”\textsuperscript{27}

Some women with disabilities are unwilling to leave abusive environments because of their dependence on caregivers. They fear not having their basic needs met or being placed in more restrictive environments. Many such women express their perceptions that they are powerless to escape situations of interpersonal violence.\textsuperscript{28}

Moreover, if a woman with a disability overcomes such barriers and requests assistance, scholarship demonstrates she is less likely than a fully-abled woman to receive appropriate services from either domestic violence/sexual assault or disability service providers for a variety of reasons – systemic, financial, programmatic, and attitudinal. I reiterate that the intent here is not to place blame on any victims/survivors, agencies or individuals but simply to identify barriers to women with disabilities seeking services for domestic violence/sexual assault.

Regarding the victims/survivors, research reveals that women with disabilities find it more difficult to speak about their experiences and needs than fully-abled women when seeking services. Some women with disabilities
communicate in ways unfamiliar to service personnel, so staff members and volunteers may not comprehend attempts to disclose abuse and ask for particular types of assistance. Many women with disabilities have also been socialized to comply with caregivers rather than disagree and state alternative requests. Extra effort needs to be made to welcome this population of women in ways that would build trust on their terms and facilitate effective communication and service provision and usage.

Regarding service providers, what services will be offered to a woman with a disability who has been victimized? Although a great deal of research on service interventions has been published in the last thirty years, Maria Barile contended that women with disabilities have been largely absent within such discussions. It should not be surprising then, that the majority of domestic violence/sexual assault service providers seldom explicitly include issues particular to women with disabilities in their planning, service philosophies, written policies, and programming. Conversely, disability service providers rarely prioritize gendered and domestic violence issues in their planning, philosophies, policies, and programming.

Domestic violence/sexual assault service providers strive to provide services to all victims and survivors and may recognize the serious problem of abuse of women with disabilities. They tend to do so, however, through the lens of traditional understandings of domestic violence/sexual assault theory. For example, Lloyd and Emery explain the dynamics and manifestations of domestic abuse as rooted in the gendered need of men to exercise power over women. They identify traditional risk patterns for the extension of male power and control over women, how victims forgive and forget, and how the very ways the general populace talks about and understands relationships through socially constructed understandings of relationships, intimacy, and love contribute to traditional patterns of interpersonal violence. Lloyd and Emery target poor communication and problem solving skills as being at the core of cycles of interpersonal violence. Service providers subsequently construct tools and programming around fully-abled understandings of intimacy, communication, and problem solving to address issues to break the patterns identified by the general theories.

Are such theories on the dynamics of abuse and concomitant services adequate to meet the service needs of women with disabilities should they become victimized? In all likelihood, no. As discussed above, while similarities may be present in abuse and its roots, there are important differences in the contexts of abuse or in the barriers women with disabilities face in getting services. If these differences go unrecognized by service providers, cases of abuse may remain unrevealed or victims/survivors may be unable to get appropriate services. To follow through on the example above, women with disabilities face challenges with communication and problem
solving across a range of disabilities and social contexts that traditional programming would likely not address.

The unintended consequence of such gaps in coverage is that women with disabilities who become victims of interpersonal violence will likely be underserved by traditional programming.\textsuperscript{35} Zweig, Schlichter and Burt comment that "it is striking how few programs provide services that address multiple issues."\textsuperscript{36} Complex, interwoven sets of factors involving gender, disability, and both the nature and long-term impacts of abuse arise on a case-by-case basis when attempting to serve women with disabilities who are victims or survivors.\textsuperscript{37} Intervention strategies that prove effective with fully-abled women, therefore, may not aid women with disabilities in the same manner. Moreover, services that assist a particular population of victims who are women with disabilities may not be appropriate for other individuals with disabilities.

Service providers and women with disabilities perceive accessibility of services across these multiple issues quite differently. Only a minority of shelters are fully accessible by the standards of the ADA, and domestic violence/sexual assault service providers typically overestimate their accessibility.\textsuperscript{38} For example, providers may in good conscience report their organization as being fully accessible if their only accommodation is that wheelchairs can access their facility. Over-reporting accessibility is usually not intentional and likely results from limited understanding about what constitutes full physical and programmatic accessibility.\textsuperscript{39}

Accessibility of services includes physical accessibility of service providers' facilities but also entails broader issues of attitudes, atmosphere, inclusivity, and ability to be referred to, and participate in, the variety of available programs and services appropriate to the individual's needs.\textsuperscript{40} For example, at both domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers, do intake materials include questions that would lead to the disclosure of interpersonal violence, particularly disability-specific forms of abuse?\textsuperscript{41} At domestic violence/sexual assault service providers, are services and referrals appropriate and accessible based on a victim/survivor's level of cognitive ability? Can Personal Care Assistants (PCAs) or service animals be accommodated? Are written materials available in large-print or audio formats? What assistive technologies or assisted communications options exist?\textsuperscript{42} Disability service providers frequently possess limited understanding of interpersonal violence issues. They may look for signs of physical abuse among their clients, but do they know to look for emotional, sexual or disability-specific abuse?\textsuperscript{43} Some disability service providers report that they do not think they need to screen for potential abuse or that they do not believe it is their responsibility to do so.\textsuperscript{44}

As this study revealed, virtually all service providers explain that they try to serve everyone who walks through their doors and will get clients
whatever they need while at the same time reporting that few women with disabilities who are victims or survivors of domestic violence or sexual assault seek services or accommodations from their organizations. Individuals with disabilities, on the other hand, had no reticence about discussing the many factors which had discouraged them from asking for needed accommodations or even seeking or following through with referrals and services.\(^{45}\)

Financial constraints also limit the ability of domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers to provide equal access to services for victims and survivors\(^{46}\) as both types of service providers are historically underfunded.\(^{47}\) Another barrier is insufficient awareness and understanding of the complex intersections between gender, violence and disability among staff, executive directors and board members. Misinformation and misperceptions about violence and disability directly impact service providers’ ability to provide equal access to services. For example, victims and service providers recognize that the attitudes of service providers are key to ensure that victims receive appropriate assistance. Despite this acknowledgment, however, pervasive attitudes that stigmatize victims of abuse as well as individuals with disabilities exist among service providers. This produces discomfort in serving women with disabilities who seek services for abuse. Indeed, because of these attitudinal barriers, women with disabilities generally are offered less support than are fully-abled women.\(^{48}\) Such discrimination and stigma contribute to increased risk of abuse and create barriers to “effective means of escape or redress when they are harmed.”\(^{49}\) Provision of services is sometimes not seen as a right for women with disabilities (as it generally is for fully-abled women) but as charity.\(^{50}\)

Women with disabilities confront such barriers and often choose not to overcome them. As one woman with a disability from the present study explained, “I think some of it is not so much the service provider as the attitude that’s behind it. I don’t think there’s an awareness of how to deal with victims, survivors, overcomers [with disabilities] . . . So then they come at you with questions and sometimes . . . there’s this judgment that’s behind it . . . that’s one thing that’s really difficult.” Another study participant said that: “The judgment makes you so you don’t want to go in and talk about it, because you know people aren’t going to be compassionate.”\(^{51}\)

In sum, women with disabilities face unacceptably high risks, incidence, and impacts of domestic violence. Challenges exist in providing victims and survivors equal access to the services they need. Their disabilities may make the signs of abuse more difficult to recognize. The service needs of women with disabilities may also differ from those of fully-abled women. Women with disabilities are also likely to underutilize existing services or to attempt to access them at different points of entry than fully-abled women. Simply put, addressing the needs of women with disabilities who are also victims of domestic abuse cannot be accomplished by doing more of what is
already being done to help people with disabilities or survivors of domestic violence; it requires new types of awareness, training, and outreach.

**Discussion and Analysis of Research Findings: Strategies to Increase Physical and Programmatic Access to Victims’ Services for Women with Disabilities**

This research offers suggestions to overcome such challenges, bringing domestic violence/sexual assault service providers, disability service providers, and women with disabilities together more productively to work toward equal access to services for all victims and survivors of domestic violence, regardless of level of ability and no matter where a victim or survivor first attempts to access such services. This analysis endeavors to suggest practices that respect the quality of services already provided, the overloaded nature of such service work, and the strained budgets of organizations. I reiterate that the intent is not to blame either service providers or victims/survivors but simply to offer practical strategies to increase choices and access to programs and services.

Three communities were selected from within different regions of a rural state in the Intermountain West. Each community is a mid-sized, predominantly rural city or town, and each community contained at least one domestic violence/sexual assault service provider and one disability service provider. Communities were chosen based on factors such as pre-existing relationships and/or collaborative work between these providers; service providers’ stated willingness to work with one another to create attitudinal and systemic change within their own organizations as well as across organizational boundaries; and community demographics.

Focus group and interview questions addressed the following issues:

- What resources and services do disability and domestic violence/sexual assault service providers currently have available for women with disabilities who have experienced violence?
- What do women with disabilities know about such services in their communities?
- To what extent do organizational policies, procedures and protocols at the service organizations hinder or promote meeting the particular needs of women with disabilities who are victims or survivors of domestic violence or sexual assault?
- What barriers exist for service providers which hinder them from providing services and which might be minimized or overcome?
- What barriers and facilitators to utilizing services exist for women with disabilities, which could be minimized or overcome?
• What relationships currently exist among service providers that could be fostered to better serve women with disabilities who become victims? What is the history of these relationships?

Separate focus groups and individual interviews were conducted in each community with staff and Executive Directors of the domestic violence/sexual assault service providers; staff and Executive Directors of disability service providers; and women with disabilities.

This analysis uses information gleaned from the focus groups and interviews to formulate strategies to encourage more effective multi-agency collaborations between domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers. The goal of fostering such successful relationships is to increase access to services to all victims and survivors of domestic violence, regardless of level of ability and no matter where a victim or survivor first attempted to access such services.

A strength emerging from this research is that disability and domestic violence/sexual assault service providers are already experienced at multi-agency collaborations with outside service providers – just not with one another. In all three communities studied, both types of service providers presently participate in networks of individuals and organizations that provide a multitude of different services to women. Advocates within this web successfully share information and resources with one another and refer clients to get what they need. Executive Directors of disability service providers spoke with pride that, “my staff know about every service in town.” Disability advocates tended to view themselves as “generalists,” or as first points of contact for clients with disabilities and they subsequently refer those clients to appropriate community services. Staff and Executive Directors of domestic violence/sexual assault service providers exhibited similar confidence in their knowledge of, and connections to, a multiplicity of local outside services. In contrast to the disability “generalists,” their extensive knowledge was understandably more targeted to resources aimed at serving victims and survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault.

Conversations with staff members about the history and successes of their multi-agency collaborations proved lengthy. “Collaborating works for us,” one staff member concluded. “Connections to other organizations are our strength,” an Executive Director stated. These multi-agency collaborations take many forms, both formal and informal. Some staff members and Executive Directors serve on the boards of other agencies. Other organizations report that they “invite agencies to come and meet us, or we go out and meet them.” Most service providers try to increase their community presence with other organizations and potential clients through exhibits at various types of fairs, summits and conferences.
While staff at both types of service providers in each community could describe an intricate web of multi-agency connections, rarely did they mention interagency connections with one another as a part of their networks. For example, while domestic violence/sexual assault staff in one community studied were aware of the disability service provider’s existence, their awareness was limited to the organization's name, address and phone number. Few reciprocal referrals were being made between the organizations, and little combined advocacy was occurring. Similarly, disability service providers in all three communities mentioned referring clients for domestic violence/sexual assault services, but noted that these organizations were not the service providers with which they enjoyed frequent, regular, and collaborative relationships. And while such staff reported on their efforts to visit outside programs to “share what we do and find out about what they do,” they noted “but not with the domestic violence/sexual assault service provider.”

The implications for women with disabilities who seek services for abuse are obvious. An individual who sought services would be offered a different set of uncoordinated options depending on which service provider she consulted. Research results bore this out. While service providers reported that they referred clients to a range of community resources regularly, women with disabilities in each community expressed frustration about their efforts to gain information about available resources and access services that met their needs. Women described the gradual process through which they learned, bit by bit, what services were available. They criticized what they perceived as insufficient coordination and interagency knowledge among service providers. Many focus group participants described how they discovered a disability or domestic violence/sexual assault organization or service by “luck” or “chance.” As one woman with a disability observed, “Why was it so hard? You have to make so many calls and phone calls and stuff...It was confusing and tiring...So many people and so many different opinions...” Focus group participants asked service providers to devise a more centralized, simple, equitable system “with people who know how resources overlap and interconnect.” Services -- both domestic violence/sexual assault and disability—“need to be connected immediately” in “wrap-around services for that client.”

Such inconsistent access to services and incomplete information constitute a significant impediment to usage of services and help explain why, as the domestic violence/sexual assault staff member observed at the beginning of this article, so few women with disabilities seem to seek services for these types of abuse. Advocates were aware that the current situation did not necessarily constitute the most effective and efficient way to provide services to clients, and could create confusion for both service providers and clients. One staff member commented: “Let’s come up with one
comprehensive, consistent, non-contradictory plan to help a client rather than all these different tentacles coming off an octopus.”

In addition to previous experience working in multi-agency collaborations, two other strengths will stand domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers in good stead as they attempt to construct more productive relationships with one another and equal access to services for women with disabilities: similarities in philosophy and enthusiasm for service. Participants in each focus group and interview, whether with disability or domestic violence/sexual assault service providers, shared the same basic convictions and goals, albeit expressed in different terms. Each organizational philosophy centered around wanting people to be offered choices to better their circumstances -- with providers’ respect for each individual’s dignity and right to choose. For example, when asked to describe her philosophy of service provision, one Executive Director at a domestic violence/sexual assault service provider identified her top priority as providing the resources to meet clients’ needs so that the client does not feel she has to return to an abuser: “If I can eliminate this and say, ‘No, no. I can help you with that. I can take care of that.’ Then she doesn’t have a reason to go back. But, if you want to go back because you want to go back, that’s fine. That’s your choice. But I don’t want a woman to leave here saying she has to go back because we can’t give her something she needs.”

Both domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers empower women, respect their right to choose, and endeavor to create safe, supportive spaces in which clients can make such choices. Similar to the domestic violence/sexual assault philosophy described above, disability service providers attempt to lay out options and resources from which clients can select. It is then the client’s prerogative whether to make a choice and to act. Their goal, according to staff, is not for an advocate to “fix” a client’s life. Staff members respect client choices rather than imposing their own vision of what a client’s life should look like.

Women with disabilities expressed how important each of these values -- dignity, self-empowerment, choice and respect -- was to them when they were seeking services for domestic violence/sexual assault. Focus group participants asked for services to be provided without judgment and with respect for individual choice. Perhaps most importantly, they asked that individuals with disabilities be consulted about the types of choices to be offered by both domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers. As one participant said, “The only way things are going to change is if each and every one of us who has lived through this kind of situation does something to contribute to the change of the way things are now.”

Additionally, staff at both types of organizations exhibit caring, enthusiastic, positive “can do” attitudes toward serving clients. They are willing to pursue more fruitful connections with one another that will assist in
creating effective multi-agency collaborations to better serve women. “We are quite a ways from the ideal, but it could be good!” a staff member at one disability service provider said optimistically. A staff member at a domestic violence/sexual assault organization described one aspect of her work: “We listen, and let people know they are loved” while a disability advocate detailed how she and her co-workers provide “hugs and Kleenexes” as they lay out choices for their clients. “I’ll call anyone,” another disability staff member commented, displaying energy and commitment to the work and to clients.

Overall, service providers in each community studied expressed a commitment to build bridges between organizations and with communities to offer women with disabilities who are victimized a larger, more coordinated array of choices. Both disability and domestic violence/sexual assault advocates generally recognized the benefits of creating a greater degree of interagency collaboration and requested more network overlap of communication, referrals, resources and services with those of the other type of service provider. Executive Directors and staff suggested various measures to increase network overlaps, which will be discussed in greater detail below, along with the suggestions forwarded by women with disabilities. These shared values, commitment to the work, caring attitudes, and enthusiasm should provide an important foundation upon which to forge such connections.

But, as discussed above, it is not as simple a process as making a few phone calls and meeting around a table. Many efforts to create sustained multi-agency collaborations to address these issues have failed. What can be done to increase their chances of success?

**Facilitation**

Outside facilitation greatly increases the chances of success of cross-disciplinary multi-agency collaborations, particularly in the early stages. After three years of multi-agency collaborative work, it became clear that an outside facilitator could smooth communications, broker compromises, and ease tensions among service providers and with women with disabilities to keep each party at the table. The facilitator should be someone trusted by both domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers. The facilitator should be educated (or willing to be) about both domestic violence/sexual assault and disability but should not be an individual who already is strongly invested in either domestic violence/sexual assault or disability service work or who has strong personal ties to the Executive Director or staff of one of the domestic violence/sexual assault or disability service providers. These criteria allow the facilitator to be perceived (to as great a degree as is realistically possible) as an un-invested, impartial party who will not unfairly favor any constituency during proceedings. Policy
makers should fund such outside facilitation, since hiring an outside facilitator may be beyond the budgetary capacity of agencies already strapped for funds. As an alternative, a practical option is for service providers to solicit an experienced facilitator from among their network of community contacts. A possible barter could be worked out in which the facilitator mediates between the domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers in return for a similar service performed for the facilitator’s organization in the future.60

First Things First

Although service providers may feel motivated to plunge right in with reciprocal referrals, meetings, and cross-trainings, it is best to hold off and spend time laying foundations for future collaborative work to decrease the possibility of future conflicts between organizations. Previous studies have emphasized the importance of patience and persistence since long-lasting, meaningful change to pre-existing attitudes and modes of service provision is a long process.61 If the end result is greater access to services for all victims and survivors of domestic violence, regardless of level of ability and no matter where a victim or survivor first attempted to access such services, the extra time is justified.

Initially, designated representatives from each domestic violence/sexual assault and disability organization (preferably but not necessarily with the aid of a facilitator) need to discuss the following issues in detail as these are initial steps necessary for building trust and understanding from which the work can begin. This is not an organization-wide cross-training.

• **Share philosophies and scope of work with one another.** Share information on what each agency understands as its ethical and legal obligations regarding service provision, confidentiality, mandatory reporting, and other issues. Organizational representatives should have the opportunity to question one another respectfully for clarification and understanding.62 Service providers should be able to identify common ground from which to begin their mutual work.

• **Build common definitions around issues and terms such as abuse, domestic violence, disability and accessibility.** Allocate sufficient time to achieve this, as agreement on terms often requires a significant amount of discussion.63 In the present study, for example, disability service providers and domestic violence/sexual assault service providers in one community possessed different understandings of what constitutes abuse. In the past, when referrals were made, the receiving agency disagreed that abuse was occurring, delaying services for the victim. An agreed-upon definition of what constitutes abuse would place both types of service providers on the same page and hasten appropriate services for the victim/survivor no matter where she seeks aid.
• Delineate expectations for the collaboration both for victims/survivors with disabilities and for the organizations themselves. Each partnering organization should consider, define, and communicate clearly what they need in order to remain at the table as well as any “deal breakers”.

• Write everything down in the form of agreements, policies, and procedures for the multi-agency collaboration. This formalizes the collaboration and eliminates disagreements over “who agreed to what” down the line, and it officially establishes all organizations’ commitment to the collaboration. Create a shared, multi-agency mission statement to define goals and work, dispute resolution protocols, and a memorandum of understanding or collaboration charter.

• Discuss any past relationships/history between the collaborating agencies. This includes both positive and negative perceptions and outcomes. If any anger or mistrust is present, it needs to be laid on the table early. Frustrations need to be aired honestly and with respect. Criticisms need to be listened to and received without a perceived need to defend what occurred in the past. If enthusiasm for the work exists, it too should be communicated.

Many issues are difficult to discuss, which is why a facilitator is so desirable to work the collaborators through misunderstandings, compromises, anger, and frustration. For example, when discussing prior relationships between organizations, an advocate at a disability service provider expressed frustration over never receiving follow up information on clients after referring them for domestic violence/sexual assault services. The advocate was not aware that domestic violence/sexual assault service providers cannot provide such information on clients who utilize their services due to safety and privacy concerns. This constitutes a misunderstanding about what types of services and ethical obligations each type of service provider maintains. In a situation such as this, the opportunity exists for a representative from the domestic violence/sexual assault service provider to react defensively, feeling blamed. A facilitator can mediate to ease possible tensions between the collaborators.

Similarly, when a domestic violence/sexual assault advocate discussed the challenges of making shelters and programs accessible for every type of disability, particularly in rural areas in which programs are underfunded and minimally staffed, a disability advocate firmly stated that accessibility was not optional for publicly funded service providers. Discussions became heated, but the facilitator questioned each participant and rephrased certain comments until the advocates came to a mutually acceptable understanding that strengthened the collaborators’ relationship and trust -- because they had remained at the table and worked out their differences satisfactorily.

The overall goal of these initial activities is for individuals and organizations to begin increasing confidence and trust in one other. At first, it might seem common sense that these groups -- which share a natural affinity
to equalize opportunities for historically marginalized individuals -- should easily form working relationships based on these shared goals. An often unrecognized dynamic to these multi-agency and multi-issue collaborations, however, is an historic, underlying competitiveness and defensiveness within their relationships. This uncomfortable issue must be confronted head on early in the process; otherwise, significant tensions may emerge unexpectedly later in the collaboration.

Domestic violence/sexual assault and disability organizations have had to struggle to gain recognition, legitimacy, and support for their causes with law and policy makers, medical professionals, law enforcement, the justice system, community organizations, the media, and even with other human rights and social justice organizations. Such debates often assume an understandably confrontational character. Advocates are conditioned to protect their clients and their causes and assume defensive postures against those who might challenge the import and legitimacy of their work. These organizations also compete for limited public funds and private donations.

As the Italian theorist and activist Antonio Gramsci observed, this long-standing environment of competition among social activists presents a significant barrier to meaningful collaborations among activists representing different constituencies. This occurs despite agreements about obvious societal inequities that the majority of people recognize as unfair and undesirable. Although it would seem common sense that advocates for disadvantaged populations -- such as domestic violence/sexual assault and disability advocates, women with disabilities and women who identify as victims/survivors of domestic violence -- would share their strengths to better combat the inequities, history does not bear this out. So-called “common sense” is limited by what Gramsci refers to as cultural hegemony, a pattern of unexplored ideals, beliefs and privileges that all people knowingly and unknowingly prop up with their choices and attitudes.64

It is human nature to concentrate upon immediate concerns, such as stretching the budget to meet payroll so staff do not get laid off or to serve the immediate needs of women who are walking through the door rather than wondering who else you might attract to the program.65 What often goes unexamined because of the preponderance of pressing needs, however, are the fundamental and systemic sources of the situations domestic violence/sexual assault and disability organizations attempt to address in the first place: the common roots of oppression in the devaluing of certain individuals in society because they do not meet the culturally hegemonic ideals of gender and/or ability.66

This situation helps create an environment of competition and confrontation among activists for funds and support. It hinders the development of trust and working relationships across issues. It makes it harder for advocates to challenge their common sources of oppression. By not
collaborating effectively, advocates unwittingly reinforce this competitive environment amongst themselves, expending time, energy and resources they might otherwise use to create substantive systemic change. Executive Directors, staff, and even board members must recognize and confront this environment of competitiveness and master their fears in order to build trust and understanding in multi-agency work to offer more and better choices to women with disabilities who become victims/survivors of domestic violence. These are lessons organizations can extend to all their multi-disciplinary work with historically underserved populations.

**Organization-wide Initiatives**

Once the groundwork has been laid to increase the likelihood of successful long-term collaboration, broader efforts involving both organizations and women with disabilities in the community can be initiated. Focus groups and interviews allowed domestic violence/sexual assault service providers as well as women with disabilities who identified as victims/survivors of abuse to discuss the initiatives they would prefer and how they would like such initiatives implemented. The most significant initiatives for multi-agency collaborations are: multi-agency communication and cross-training on the intersections of gender, violence and disability, both between organizations and within communities; policies, procedures and budgets written to specifically include the issue of provision of services to women with disabilities who are victims/survivors of domestic violence/sexual assault; increased centralization of information; and creating welcoming environments for victims/survivors with disabilities.

**Multi-agency communication and cross-training:** Currently, there is little communication between domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers in the communities studied. Advocates do not yet cross-train one another. Furthermore, no community-wide education or discussions regarding the intersections of disability and domestic violence/sexual assault exist in the communities studied.

The consequences of insufficient knowledge, training, and discussions about the intersections between gender, violence and disability can have significant consequences on organizations’ ability to form successful multi-agency collaborations and victims’ ability and willingness to access appropriate services. Women with disabilities in every community mentioned this issue. Drawing upon past experiences with a variety of service providers, individuals with disabilities who sought services for domestic violence intuited that service providers were untrained in these areas. This created reluctance, according to the women, to seek services from either type of provider when they experienced abuse.
Both domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers within every community studied acknowledged their insufficient knowledge about these issues. A majority of staff members at domestic violence/sexual assault service providers, for example, reported that their training on disability issues was minimal. With hesitancy, many staff members recalled that information on disability-specific forms of abuse may have been part of their initial training but admitted they were unsure. Similarly, staff of disability service providers recalled that they may have received some training about issues of domestic violence and sexual assault when they first joined the organization. Most staff, however, recognized that their training has not prepared them to recognize abuse. Disability service providers in two of the communities studied rely upon Personal Care Attendants (PCAs) to report suspected abuse. Although laws in this particular state require all PCAs to be screened, earlier research has documented the prevalence of abuse by PCAs and other caregivers. Yet no staff member discussed the possibility of abuse by the Personal Care Attendants themselves.

Furthermore, if a client does happen to disclose abuse, staff members at both types of service providers said that they are generally unprepared to serve the client’s needs appropriately. As one advocate said, “We don’t know what we don’t know.” Most of their knowledge of how best to serve such individuals comes from actual experience serving such clients which they gain over time. Many staff members described their usual modus operandi of “reading between the lines” or using “gut instinct” and “intuition.” “[Y]ou just start drawing out more information,” one disability staff member explained, “and then you realize the bells and whistles go off in your head that the person is abused.” Conversely, domestic violence/sexual assault staff members reported that their awareness that a client has a disability and may need an accommodation comes from observing and using their “intuition” and “common sense.” They might consult informally with other staff members, but each staff member usually defines what each thinks is best to meet the clients’ needs. As one staff member commented: “We get creative.” Sometimes it works. Sometimes it does not.

Service providers’ acknowledgement of their need for information and training was coupled, however, with a willingness to fill these gaps through increased interagency communication and cross-training. The content and frequency of communication and cross-training, the manner in which communication and cross-training are presented, and the buy-in of Executive Directors and staff are all critical to the creation of successful multi-agency collaborations. When service providers were given the opportunity to state their preferences, they asked for the following:

Communication
• **Regular, scheduled communication:** Executive Directors and staff at every organization suggested increased coordination and regularly scheduled communication between local domestic violence/sexual assault advocates, disability advocates, and their organizations. This is in contrast to communication on an “as needed” basis, whenever a client seeks services. One possibility suggested was to schedule multi-agency agency meetings at which each agency has a representative. Following the meetings, the representatives take information back to share with the entire staff at the home agency. Advocates stressed the need for such communication to be both frequent and transparent.

• **Specific contacts:** Staff at each organization should be familiar with specific contact persons within other agencies, as well as the specific services each agency provides or to which they refer out. Staff preferred written, CD, and website formats to communicate such information in organized fashion.

• **Face to face contact:** Executive Directors and staff at the organizations studied emphasized that there is no substitute for face-to-face contact. Personal contact speeds and strengthens trust. Organizational representatives should visit one another’s facilities and meet one another rather than rely solely on contact lists, email, and phone conversations.

• **Exchange of board members:** Such an exchange would institutionalize the collaboration at the highest level of decision-making.

• **Avoid duplication of efforts:** Improved multi-agency communications should lessen duplication of services, which both types of agencies hoped would free up staff time and organizational resources for other efforts.

**Cross-training**

Women with disabilities and Executive Directors and staff of both service providers in each community prioritized larger multi-agency and community-wide efforts to cross-train themselves and educate others as the first step to addressing the needs of women with disabilities who are victims/survivors of domestic violence. Advocates from domestic violence/sexual assault service providers requested cross-training from disability service providers and individuals with disabilities in their area so they could acquire more knowledge, familiarity, and comfort about such disability-related topics as: understanding federal and state legal requirements for providing accessible services, especially the Americans with Disabilities Act; mental health-related disabilities; disability-specific abuse; ethics; assistive technologies available in their areas; and how to be more proactive and welcoming to serve women with disabilities who request services.69
Disability advocates, in turn, requested more knowledge about: the dynamics of interpersonal violence; how to identify abuse; and what to do if a client discloses abuse.

- **Attitude is important:** The spirit in which cross-trainings would occur was important to all advocates. Both presenters and audiences at such trainings should adopt a “we need to learn from you” attitude rather than a “we come in and fix you” attitude. They also agreed on the importance of:
  - **Joint trainings:** Both types of advocates suggested joint trainings and conferences. Ideally, such trainings would provide staff members with Continuing Education Units (CEUs).
  - **Multi-disciplinary teams:** Advocates envisioned the end result of these multi-agency cross-training efforts as the creation of multi-disciplinary teams composed of representatives from different agencies to aid them to “reintegrate [the client] into the community as a healthy, employed, successful woman.”
  - **Tools:** Each agency should assist one another to ensure that intake materials, screening tools, websites, documents, and other materials recognize the possibility of abuse of people with disabilities, are accessible, and create a welcoming environment for victims/survivors.

Two issues not discussed in detail by Executive Directors and staff in interviews and by focus group participants nonetheless should be included in cross-trainings:

- **New understandings about accessibility:** Organizations need a broader awareness of what constitutes full physical and programmatic accessibility for individuals with disabilities, as was discussed above.
- **Unacknowledged barriers to services:** Trainings should explore, with sensitivity, the multiple barriers among service providers which unintentionally limit access to services. The barriers to be confronted include, but are not limited to, attitudes and assumptions about domestic violence and/or disability that impact provision of services and historic competitiveness among service providers. Again, an impartial facilitator could be of great worth during such discussions.

**Within Communities**

In addition to inter-organizational cross-trainings, service providers and women with disabilities in the communities studied also suggested that community awareness of the intersections of gender, violence and disability and the services available to victims/survivors needed to be broadened. A general unwillingness to admit publicly that either violence or disability exists is pervasive, according to one staff member. Community silence on such
issues contributes to limited knowledge about existing domestic violence/sexual assault programs and services or about violence against people with disabilities.

A staff member in a different community observed a similar situation and noted an additional consequence: that some men and women with disabilities do not recognize that what is happening to them is abuse. Women with disabilities confirmed during the focus groups that because such information is absent from their lives and communities as a whole, it took a long time for them to identify what was happening to them as abuse. No one in their communities, they said, was willing to talk about abuse of people with disabilities openly and honestly. Focus group participants repeatedly requested education on issues such as domestic violence/sexual assault and what healthy relationships look like. Such education of young men and women should begin, participants suggested, in secondary schools and churches. In fact, many women with disabilities identified churches as their first point of contact in seeking services for domestic violence or at least mentioned that if they needed such services, they would search at their church. Involving churches in domestic violence/sexual assault and disability work and the intersections between them occurs infrequently but might be expanded upon to increase access and choice in the future.

All public awareness campaigns, community dialogues, and outreach materials should send a message of a welcoming environment. Some participants mentioned positive, effective community programs, such as the “Healthy Hands are Not for Hitting” program that they had found welcoming and that should be expanded into the wider community. Other women with disabilities suggested public service campaigns and proposed a central community training center. In sum, women with disabilities who were victims/survivors of domestic abuse asked for a frank public discourse about disability and violence that prominently features the voices of women with disabilities in the dialogue, thus encouraging peers to connect with peers.

Such educational efforts, both between organizations and within communities, would garner several benefits, overcoming barriers identified within this study as well as by researchers in the literature discussed above. It would better educate more people within a community about what constitutes abuse, including disability-specific forms of abuse, so that individuals with disabilities can more readily identify what is happening to them as abuse. Additionally, it would proactively prepare both domestic violence/sexual assault and disability advocates in ways to better meet the needs of women with disabilities who seek services for domestic violence. Lastly, by making both disability and domestic violence more visible, such efforts may help to normalize discussions surrounding these issues. Consequently, these efforts may mitigate some of the stigma and attitudinal barriers surrounding both disability and domestic violence which limit women with disabilities from
seeking and receiving services they want. Staff and Executive Directors discussed such training and education as a necessary first step toward better serving women with disabilities who are victimized but one that must be supplemented by a variety of other interactions and initiatives, including the following:

Policies, protocols, procedures, and budgets: Adopting written policies, protocols, and procedures that formally recognize the particular service needs of women with disabilities who are victims/survivors of domestic violence would demonstrate an organization’s commitment across all levels of organizational hierarchy to serve women with disabilities. It also would address staff discomfort about serving women with service needs with which providers are unfamiliar. At present, service providers in each of the communities employ no such written policies, procedures, or protocols. Executive Directors and staff, however, requested assistance in creating and implementing such documents.

Each organization also should commit line items in their budgets to address this issue. Boards of Directors at domestic violence/sexual assault and disability organizations typically base budgetary allocations on who has walked through agency doors in the past year seeking particular types of services. Unfortunately, survivors with disabilities may not be seeking services because they do not consider the service providers to be accessible or as safe places to disclose abuse. A more proactive, rather than reactive, approach to budgeting is necessary to enhance program services so that they are more welcoming and accessible to survivors with disabilities.\textsuperscript{76}

The last two suggestions for multi-agency collaborations rely heavily on the suggestions of survivors with disabilities. It is not simply a case of “if you build it, they will come.” As researchers and advocates have been encouraging, women with disabilities need to be included in the creation of service strategies to ensure that innovations meet their needs and are delivered in ways that will increase women’s usage of them.\textsuperscript{77}

More centralization of information and resources: Women with disabilities who attended focus groups and interviews frequently requested “wrap around services” and “one stop” services. They asked for a centralized resource of information about services that makes it clear how the services interconnect. The following is a practical recommendation for organizing and delivering such information in a cost-effective manner.

As discussed above, domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers currently participate in parallel, multi-agency networks that might be made to overlap in the future. The next step involves connecting women with disabilities with this resource web. At present, according to women with disabilities in the communities studied, all that exist are various
lists containing contact information for some service provider organizations. It would be more useful, participants said, to have a coordinated roster -- indexed both by agency and by services offered -- of both disability and domestic violence/sexual assault service providers including: agency name, names of specific individuals at the agency prepared to speak to women with disabilities about violence issues, services offered, hours of operation, phone numbers, and addresses. This roster would be most useful, according to focus group participants, if available as a booklet or on community bulletin boards in venues frequented by individuals with disabilities. Such venues identified by focus group participants include: television and radio public service announcements, local TV station “tip lines,” ads in local newspapers, flyers from local agencies (such as the welfare office, food stamps office, Medicaid, sheriff’s office, police departments, behavioral health, unemployment office, hospital emergency rooms), Victim Advocate services, libraries, 2-1-1 Careline, disabilities service organizations, doctors’ offices (including psychiatrists’ offices), psycho-social rehabilitation (PSR) workers, attorneys, grocery stores, churches, posters in women’s restrooms, including bar restrooms.

Creating welcoming environments for victims/survivors with disabilities: Finally, once a woman knows about a service provider, what factors induce her to walk through the door, ask for services, and follow through? Women with disabilities consulted in this study recalled both positive and negative experiences with domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers. They drew upon such recollections as they explained that, in order to speak up and voice their need for accommodations and services, they must enter what they perceive to be a safe, welcoming environment in which they do not feel stigmatized or judged either for their disability or for being victimized by an abuser. Women identified several factors that contribute to creating such a welcoming environment:

- **Service providers who have been trained to recognize signs of abuse in women with disabilities and who understand their needs:** If this were not possible, women with disabilities asked that service staff willingly admit their inexperience with disability or with domestic violence. Such honesty would build bridges so service provider/client relationships could progress more productively. Ideally, women with disabilities would prefer peer-to-peer interactions at service providers.

- **Atmosphere:** Attractiveness and informality of facilities made a big impression on focus group participants, contributing to a “normalizing of atmosphere.” When entering a service provider’s facility for the first time, some women with disabilities found placement of desks in reception areas off-putting because of the resemblance to a doctor’s office. They preferred a casual, “laid back” environment to an overly professional, clinical atmosphere.
• **Explanation:** Women wanted staff to explain the intake process and why certain questions, particularly those related to sexual experiences, need to be asked.

• **Trust:** Women with disabilities repeatedly asked that staff wait until trust develops between the individual and the service provider before asking questions about sensitive issues such as abuse or sex.

• **Respect/maintenance of confidentiality**

• **Perception of being safe while receiving services**

• **Attitude and appearance of staff:** Women with disabilities appreciated service providers whose compassion, sensitivity, and nonjudgmental attitudes helped them feel accepted and hopeful in an unfamiliar environment. They encouraged service providers to “be real.” Some women found staff language and dress that was too formal to be intimidating. They preferred staff to be wearing casual attire similar to what clients themselves might be wearing.

• **Consistency of experience:** Rather than being handed off to different staff members, women with disabilities said they would prefer to stay with one person.

As such insights reveal, multi-agency collaborations are important for creating opportunities for interdisciplinary services and referrals, but their existence does not necessarily ensure that women will go to the service provider. Asking women with disabilities who are victims/survivors of abuse about what types of information they want, where they want to access it, and how they want to receive services increases the likelihood that they will seek and follow through with services and referrals.

**Conclusion**

These initiatives -- from facilitation and first steps among collaborators to organization-wide efforts and suggestions from women with disabilities -- incorporate the state of research into abuse of women with disabilities and directly confront the obstacles to successful multi-agency collaborations between domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers identified earlier. They foster understanding and communication among service providers to focus serious attention on the issue of domestic violence committed against women with disabilities. They suggest strategies to build on the strengths service providers already possess.

The initiatives also recognize possible stumbling blocks to successful collaborations and offer realistic strategies and insights to increase agency buy-in and ensure that all partners at the table will follow through on their commitments. These approaches are intended to increase comfort and decrease frustrations of domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers in addressing the service needs of women with disabilities. They
also promote more successful dialogue and interaction among advocates, communities, and women with disabilities who are also victims/survivors to offer women more choices.

As one woman with a disability who had experienced domestic violence said:

“…[T]his isn’t just about services, this isn’t just about a house, this isn’t just about providing someone with some information. This is about ending domestic violence. This is about ending abuse. And when you’re out there and you’re able to give to us, then what you’re doing is giving hope. . .Every one of us lives that life. Every one of us knows it. When...there’s a place you can go that says, ‘Hey, we have this for you. This is a place for you to live. This is a place where you can have transportation, this is a place where you can get a group,’ what you’re doing is offering hope.”

To fulfill this hope, service providers and women with disabilities must all have a voice at the table. They must be engaged actively in the process of increasing access for women with disabilities who have been victimized, no matter where a woman seeks assistance. It is my hope that these strategies provide a base from which to begin doing so.

---

1 There is no agreement on what constitutes “disability,” “domestic violence,” “abuse,” or “accessibility.” Legal and policy definitions are in flux, depending on court decisions and new laws. Section 902 of The Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act of 2008 employs a statutory definition which defines “disability” as “a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life activities of such individual; a record of such an impairment; being regarded as having such an impairment.” Available from www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/902cm.html.


4 Even when all parties remain at the table, Sobsey found that verbal support was often unaccompanied by substantive action in the field. Sobsey, Violence and Abuse, 8.

5 These organizations formed the Idaho Equal Access Collaborative. This project was supported by Grant No. 2006-FW-AX-K011 awarded by the Office on Violence Against Women, U.S. Department of Justice. Much of the primary source information contained in this article was submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice, Office on Violence Against Women as part of a “Strengths and Needs Assessment Report from the State of Idaho” which is accessible under the Freedom of Information Act but which is otherwise unpublished. The opinions, findings, conclusions, and recommendations expressed in this article are those of this author, the primary author of the sections of that report interpreting the data collected.
They do not necessarily reflect the views of the Department of Justice, Office on Violence Against Women or the Idaho Equal Access Collaborative.
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In two out of the three communities studied, domestic violence/sexual assault advocates specifically mentioned that they did not enjoy connections to the disability service providers with which they would be partnered on the IEAC initiative. “Strengths and Needs Assessment,” 44.

Although the extent of knowledge about local services varied from community to community and from woman to woman, every focus group participant with a disability knew of some local disability and domestic violence/sexual assault services. One participant had knowledge about a specific local service which the remaining women did not possess. During the focus groups, women with disabilities often exchanged information about available services within their communities, thus educating one another. “Strengths and Needs Assessment,” 19.

This reflects the “Nothing about us, without us” philosophy which is common within many sectors of the disability rights movement, as well as other movements for social justice for historically marginalized groups. It articulates that no policy or program should be developed and implemented without the participation and consent of the group(s) impacted by that initiative.

This proved true among among the three organizations collaborating as the Idaho Equal Access Collaborative as well as the among the disability and domestic violence/sexual assault service providers in each of the three communities studied.

Zweig, Schlichter, and Burt et al., “Assisting Women Victims,” 174, discuss the importance of “facilitating [my emphasis] the sharing of information, referrals and resources among domestic violence/sexual assault and disability service providers” but without a discussion of the facilitation process. Facilitation does not occur on its own, and I contend that the manner in which facilitation occurs impacts the likelihood of collaboration success.


For example, in the current study, misunderstandings about the services each type of service provider offered were common, resulting in a variety of inter-agency misperceptions that hindered multi-agency cooperation. One disability advocate, for example, regretted that shelters were not more proactive, not understanding that this is not a shelter’s role. Another
staff member worried that if she referred a client to a shelter that the shelter staff would simply put the client in a nursing home because they lack the funds needed to provide accommodations that a woman with a disability might require. Finally, it was unclear if disability advocates understood that domestic violence/sexual assault staff are limited in what they can ask clients relating to disability. A client with a disability must disclose and/or request accommodations before a shelter or other service provider begin to meet a woman with a disability’s needs. “Strengths and Needs Assessment,” 25.

As no universally accepted definitions of terms such as domestic violence, abuse and disability exist, useful discussions of terminology on these issues can be found in Curry, Hassouneh-Phillips, and Johnston-Silverberg, “Abuse of Women,” 62, 66, and Nosek, Howland, and Hughes, “Investigation of Abuse,” 484.


For example, according to Garland-Thomson, “Feminist Disability Studies,” 8, the cadre of adjectives such as “helpless,” “dependent,” “ungovernable,” and “weak” currently stigmatizing individuals with disabilities sound strikingly similar to the descriptive terms used to justify the denial of rights to women.


“Strengths and Needs Assessment,” 23-27; Swedlund and Nosek, “An Exploratory Study,” 57, and Zweig, Schlichter, and Burt et al., “Assisting Women Victims,” 162, 168, emphasized the need for training on disability-specific issues for staff who intervene in abuse situations or provide related services.

Advocates should tread lightly when working with service providers from other disciplines to minimize possible alienation. Zweig, Schlichter and Burt et al., “Assisting Women Victims,” 177.

“Strengths and Needs Assessment,” 60.


The need for such broad community education programs on such issues was corroborated by Zweig, Schlichter and Burt et al., “Assisting Women Victims,” 171.

Many churches, such as the LDS (Mormon) Church in one community studied, are strong influences and often provide social support services and resources that are unavailable elsewhere in their areas. Religious and secular social service organizations often work in isolation from one another but might explore multi-agency collaborations with greater frequency.

Such a need is corroborated in Sobsey’s recommendations to educate individuals with disabilities about inappropriate behaviors, sex education, and personal safety. Sobsey, Violence and Abuse, chap. 7.


Curry, Hassouneh-Phillips, and Johnston-Silverberg, “Abuse of Women,” 76. Providers should empower individuals with disabilities to make their own choices and take appropriate risks. Discrimination and stigma contribute to increased risk of abuse. See Brown and Council of Europe, Safeguarding Adults.

“Strengths and Needs Assessment,” 20-1. Interestingly, focus group participants discouraged service providers from viewing the Internet as a major resource for this type of information by individuals with disabilities, since many people with disabilities lack regular access to computers. Zweig, Schlichter and Burt et al., “Assisting Women Victims,” 171, also identified the need for a better synchronized information and referral system and suggested
flyers, posters, PSAs, TV, and newspaper announcements but did not recommend locations
where individuals with disabilities were likely to encounter such information, as this research
did.